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JURIDICAL RECORDING UNITS (JRU)

GENERAL INFORMATION

MAIN BENEFITS
 D Modular design for extendibility with rolling stock and network developments
 D comprehensive communication ability: ethernet, MVB,usB
 D secure by design
 D on-board crash-proof memory to securely archive parameters and events in case of 
accident 

 D integrated WiFi/lte interface

Haslerrail’s teloc range provides rail vehicle builders and network operators with a 
comprehensive range of solutions for train data acquisition and recording. this includes 
juridical data recording and archiving compliant with etcs and other signalling systems. native 
functionality supplemented by customer-defined data capture and digital / analogue I/O makes 
teloc ideal for rail applications from high speed inter-city through to metro routes and urban 
tramways.

the teloc 4000 is the latest addition to Haslerrail’s family 
of data recorders it is intended as a replacement for 
legacy products and also as a basis for development of our 
teloc platform and future oBe product streams in energy 
management, tcMs compliance and data security.

teloc 4000 is a highly capable data acquisition system. it is 
able to interface with a rail vehicle’s ethernet and multifunction 
bus networks and on-board sensors via digital and analogue 
I/O modules. Configuration can be fully customised to 
accommodate the requirements of a wide range of vehicles 
and allied networks.

 

DATA / EVENT RECORDERS

 TELOC 4000

the teloc4000 has a modular architecture for a high degree of 
customization.
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

STANDARDS

Standard product range Unit Values Additional Information
Power supply [Vdc] 24-110 ieee connection availible, 3 do optional
cPu frequency [MHz] 1000 32-Bit arm cortex-a8 - 1 core
internal memory [gB] 1.5-65.5 1.5gB internal plus extention till 64gB
external memory [slot] 1 optional slot for a datacard
real time clock [years] 20 supplied by a battery or a capacitator
ethernet interface [Mbps] 100 up to 4 ports
digital input [quantity] 24 ieee interface availible
digital output [quantity] 8 MosFet based
analog input [quantity] 8 Voltage and current range configurable
analog output [quantity] 2 Voltage and current range configurable
tachimetry [Block] 2 2 Frequency/PWM input per block, 2 do, 2ao

our products are fully compliant and type tested according to the following standards:
 y EN50155:2017 | railway applications - electronic equipment used on rolling stock
 y EN 50121-3-2:2016 +A1:2019 EMC | railway applications - electromagnetic compatibility
 y IEC 61375 Ed. 2012 | electronic railway equipment - train communication network (tcn)
 y IEC 62443-4-2: 2019 | security for industrial automation and control systems - technical security 

requirements for iacs components
 y EN 45545-2:2020 - Railway Applications | restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances (roHs) 

in electrical and electronic devices 2011
 y 2011/65/EU (ROHS) | railway applications - electronic equipment used on rolling stock
 y 1907/2006EU (REACH) | registration , evaluation , authorization and restriction of chemicals 2006
 y EN 60068-2-1:2007 Environment | low temperature start-up test, dry heat test, cyclic damp heat test
 y EN 61373:2010 +AC:2017-09+COR1:2011 | Vibration and shock
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
A PROMISE TO OUR CUSTOMERS

 TELOC 4000 is secure by design 

Within our product range, teloc 4000 is classed a data / event recorder compliant with the standards and 
norms that regulate rolling stock and signalling systems. However, this nomenclature fails to fully convey its 
inherent functionality and capabilities. 

the requirements of the multiple platforms deployed by our customers drove a design implementation that is 
unique to teloc 4000 – the absence of a carrier board. teloc’s modules interact using ethercat, a derivative of 
Ethernet designed specifically for control and automation. This has obviated the need for standard backplane 
arrangement to give two major advantages:

y	 Efficient performance: using Ethercat for internal power supply and communication considerably   
 reduces the risk of overloading the internal bus in a stressed network. subsequently, the risk of   
 overheating a conventional carrier board is eliminated.

y	 expandability: all expansion boards for teloc 4000 are housed in a module that can be inserted   
 into a standard 19” rack, and operate independently of other boards. The “final” presentation   
 will comprise several modules interconnected over Ethercat. Modularity gives future proofing so   
 the teloc platform can be expanded as the vehicle and signalling systems evolve. Modules can be  
 added and subtracted with just a simple revision of the configuration being required. 

Haslerrail is committed to providing our customers with the most advanced technologies for data acquisition 
and recording and protecting that data and operational integrity from any security threat.

the Hasler rail standard product development process which aligns with en 50126 has been extended in order 
to also fulfil the requirements of IEC 62443-4-1.

the following 7 phases ensure security by design: 

Name Description
securiy 
management

this phase is active throughout the whole Product development lifecycle: the security part of a 
development/customer project is defined, tailored if needed and managed. 

threat and risk 
analysis

In this phase a generic Threat model (TM) of the product is defined based on the defined product 
context. The TM is the input for the threat and risk analysis deployed on the final specific application 

of the product
Specification 
of security 
requirement

in this phase the product level requirement and their tests are issued. Both requirement and test 
cases are then linked into the system level Cybersecurity specification.

secure design Design item (architecture, requirements) are defined based on the Secure design principle for 
Hardware, mechanical and software development defined by Hasler in the related control plans.

secure 
implementation During this phase artefacts defined in the design phase are developed.

secure V&V

test cases on the sw and Hw component are performed. Functional test are then performed to 
verify that the feature of the final product (including security control) perform as intended.

Application condition and a final statement on the product are issued in the Cybersecurity case 
(CSC), defined to be linked to the vehicle level one required by the TS 50701  .

secure 
maintenance

In this phase all the activities related to managing bug from the field integration/operation and 
vulnerabilities found through the vulnerability watch are performed.


